We consider the problem of minimizing the long-run average expected cost per unit time in a semiMarkov decision process with arbitrary state and action space. Using the idea of successive approximations, sufficient conditions for the existence of an optimal stationary policy are given. These results are applied to solve the replacement problem with a semi-Markov shock model.
Introduction
We consider the problem of minimizing the long-run average expected cost per unit time in a semi-Markov decision process(semi-MDP) with arbitrary state and action space. Lippman [9] has given the sufficient conditions under which, for each E: > 0, there is a stationary policy which is E:-optimal. We, using the idea of successive approximations(for example, see [16] ), give another conditions for the existence of an E:-optimal policy that is stationary. These results are used to analyse the replacement model with a semiMarkov shock process under the average cost criterion. The related replacement model is investigated by Kao[6] , Taylor [13] , Feldman [4] and Zuckerman [18] .
Taylor [13] studied the case in which the damage process is a compound Poisson process. Zuckerman [18] derived an optimal replacement policy in an extended model by using the infinitesimal operator of the Markov process. We analyse Zuckerman's model by an approach from a semi-MDP and derive an optimal replacement policy which is contained in the class of state-age replacement rules of Kao [6] .
Semi-MOP's with Arbitrary State
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Semi-Markm' Decision Processes
In this section we formulate a seIni-MDP with arbitrary state and action space refering to Federgruen and Tijms!)] and Kolonkq [7] . By a Borel set we mean a Borel subset of some complete s,~parable metric space. For a Borel set X, FX denote the Borel subsets of X. If Then, for each wE IT and starting state XE S we can define the probability measure pX on n in an obvious way. We shall consider the following average 1f cost criterion: 
Proof: For g* and V E B (8) as in Theorem 2.1., we define
By the stability theorem of Loeve[lO] , it holds that
We obse'I've that (2.7)
. , we obtain (2.3) from (2.6) and (2.7).
For (b), from Theorem 2.1. for each E :·0 there exists a
For a sequence {E (t)} t=O such that E (t) > 0 and T L~=9 E(t) ~ 0 as T ~ .. , define a Markov policy IT* = (fO,f l ,··· ) by f t = fE t for each t ~ O.
Therefore, by repeating the above discussion we obtain (2.4). Also, from (2.7) and the definition of 11"*, we have
where W T = Lt=O T(X t ''''t,Zt+1'X t + 1 ) , HO that, as T ~ co, it holds from Condition 1 that g* ~ g[lT*] (x). So, by theoJcem 2.1 11"* is optimal.
Q.E.D.
Sufficient Conditions for Condition(*)
In this section, using the idea of the successive approximations we shall give the sufficient conditions for which Condition(*) holds. Condition(**). There exist a measure y on Sand 0 < S < 1 such that
In non-discounted Markov Decision Processes ( T 21 ), Condition( **) insures the ergodicity of the process and corresponds to the conditions for the existence of an optimal stationary policy (see [11] , [15] and [17J). In the next section we shall give the replacement problem which satisfies Condition(**).
We define the map U on B (S) by a (3.1) where (3.2)
where H = sUPxES,aEA ia(x,a)i.
Proof: From the results of [2], (a) follows. Since QS(Slx,a) -T(x,a)y(S)
< S, (b) and (c) hold.
Theorem 3.1. Condition(**) implies Condition(**).
Proof: Let U o = H/(l-S) and u n + l = UU n for n ~ O. Then, by Lemma 3.1, 
aE If we put g* = fV{x')y(dx') , (3.3) implies (2.1).
4_ Generalized Age Replacement
Consider a failure model for a system being subject to a sequence of randomly occurring shocks. Each shock causes a random amount of damage and these damages accumulate additively. The damage process is a semi-Markov A failure of the system can only happen at the time of a shock. If at time t the accumulated damage is x and a shock magnitude y occurs, then the system fails with known probability 1 -r(x + b). The function r(·) is called the survival function. The informations available to a decision maker are the time when a shock has occurred, the shock magnitude and whether or not the system has failed at the time of a shock. Under a replacement policy the system is always replaced at failure or at the end of a planned time, whichever occurs first, with respectively costs K and C ( K > C > 0 ).
Here, we note that if r(x) = 0 for all :r > 0 and G (Ola) = 0 for all x and a, x the replacement model given above is reduced to the age replacement problem AI.
A2.
A3
. 
Ju(y)r(x'+y)G x ' (dylz) ~ Ju(y)r(x+y)Gx(dylz) if x' ~x and
/u(y)r(x+y)Gx(dylz')
A4. r* = JFO(dz)Jr(y)GO(dylz) < 1, i.e., the probability that the system in state 0 does not fail at the next shock is less than 1.
AS. There exist two positive numbers m and M such that m < JZF (dz) < M for x all xE: 1/.
Notice that if r(x) is nonincreasing and G (·Iz) is stochastically increasing Lehmann[a] p.73). Also, notice that Al implies A2.
If we take an action aE A in a state x, the mean sojourn time is 
Lemma 4.1. Let A2 and A3 be satisfied. Then, for any non-negative valued -+ and nondeacreasing uf:
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Proposition 4.1. Let A2-A5 be satisfied. Then there exist a nondecreas--+ ing function vE B (R ) and a constant got satisfying that a (4 _ 2)
which is corresponding to (2_1).
Proof: For the restricted action :;pace A e:' define the operator Ue: by
aEA e: aEA at:=' A e:
As e: + ° in (4.4), we obtain from (4.3) and (4.7) that
In (4.8), putting g* = v(O)o we obtain (4.2).
Q.E.D. J(x,a) = g*, aE [0,00), Q.E.D.
Remark 4.1. Putting I = {xt:='R+ 10 <a*(x) < oo}, let ai = inf I and ai = sup I. Then, from Proposition 4.2 we observe that under an optimal replacement policy we don't replace if the accumulated damage x is smaller than ai and replace instantly if x is greater than ai. The optimal replacement policy given in Proposition 4.2 is contained in the class of state-age replacement rules of Kao [6] .
To obtain the further results, we shall introduce the lexicographic order >-in R2. We Q.E.D.
Remark 4.2. The optimal replacement level, a*(x), given in Proposition 4.3 has the same properties as that in Theorem 2 in Zuckerman [18] , who has investigated the structure of an optimal replacement policy using the infinitesimal operator of the Markov processes. Our conditions assumed in Proposition 4.3 are slightly stronger than those in Zuckerman [18] , but our proofs are more constructive. 
